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Uplink MIMO/Cooperative MIMO Transmissions for Relay Station with
Multiple Antennas
1. Introduction
MIMO (Multiple Input Multiple Output)/cooperative MIMO techniques can greatly increase the spectrum efficiency and improve
the BER (Bit-Error-Rate) performance of wireless networks by exploring the spatial domain freedom and signal processing. IEEE
802.16-2004/16e standards [1][2] have adopted MIMO/cooperative MIMO techniques for enhancing the system performance.
However, the supported antenna number of MS (Mobile Station) is only 1 or 2. Therefore, in the uplink, IEEE 802.16-2004/16e
standards only support MIMO/cooperative MIMO transmissions with antenna number of 1 or 2.
From the usage model [3], antenna array can be adopted by RS (Relay Station). Therefore, RS may have the same number of
antennas as BS (Base Station) in IEEE 802.16-2004/16e, i.e. 3 or 4 antennas. Generally, RS serves many MSs and shall relay data
of all these MSs to BS, thus the spectrum efficiency and BER performance of the relay link are very important. To improve the
spectrum efficiency and BER performance of the relay link, uplink MIMO/cooperative MIMO transmissions should be supported
for RS with 3 or 4 antennas.
In this contribution, a signaling method is proposed to support uplink MIMO/cooperative MIMO transmissions of RS with 3 or 4
antennas.

2. Uplink MIMO/cooperative MIMO transmissions
In IEEE 802.16-2004/16e standards [1][2], the supported transmit antenna number of MS is 1 or 2. Fig.1. shows an example of
uplink transmission in IEEE 802.16-2004/16e network.

Fig. 1 Uplink transmission in IEEE 802.16-2004/16e network
The uplink MIMO/cooperative MIMO transmission in IEEE 802.16-2004/16e [1][2] mainly has the following procedure.
1)

MS negotiates with BS about its uplink MIMO/cooperative MIMO capabilities.

2)

MS sends request to BS for uplink transmission when it has data to be transmitted.

3)

BS determines the uplink MIMO/cooperative MIMO method of MS and informs MS of the allocated resource and
the MIMO/cooperative MIMO method for uplink transmission by IE (Information Element).

4)

MS maps data symbols and pilot symbols to the allocated resource according to the pre-defined data mapping
2
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rules and pilot patterns indicated in the IE.
5)

BS performs channel estimation and signal detection to detect the received data.

The problem with IEEE 802.16-2004/16e standards is that they can only support uplink MIMO/cooperative MIMO transmission
methods for MS with 1 or 2 antennas.
Firstly, in IEEE 802.16-2004/16e, the SBC-REQ and SBC-RSP messages are used for MS to negotiate its uplink
MIMO/cooperative MIMO capabilities with BS. Table.1 shows the TLV field of SBC-REQ and SBC-RSP messages in IEEE
802.16e [2]. From Table.1, it can be seen that the supported uplink MIMO/cooperative MIMO methods are only: 1) STTD (space
time transmit diversity) of 2 antennas. 2) SM (spatial multiplexing) with vertical coding of 2 antennas. 3) Cooperative SM.
Therefore, the SBC-REQ and SBC-RSP messages in IEEE 802.16-2004/16e do not support RS with 3 or 4 antennas to negotiate
the uplink MIMO/cooperative MIMO capabilities with BS.
Table.1 TLV field of SBC-REQ and SBC-RSP messages for MS negotiating its uplink MIMO/cooperative
MIMO capabilities with BS

Secondly, in IEEE 802.16-2004/16e, BS informs MS of the allocated resource and the uplink MIMO/cooperative MIMO method
by

IEs.

The

main

IEs

for

uplink

MIMO/cooperative

MIMO

transmissions

are

MIMO_UL_Basic_IE

and

MIMO_UL_Enhanced_IE. Both of the IEs only support MIMO/cooperative MIMO method for MS with 1 or 2 antennas. If MS
has more than 2 antennas, these two IEs can not be used.
Therefore, new uplink IE is needed for supporting uplink MIMO/cooperative MIMO transmissions of RS with 3 or 4 antennas.
Thirdly, in uplink MIMO/cooperative MIMO transmissions in IEEE 802.16-2004/16e, MS shall map the MIMO encoded data
symbols to the tile with proper pilot patterns. Here, the MIMO encoding mainly refer to the STFC (space-time-frequency coding),
which in uplink are only defined for 2 transmit antennas in IEEE 802.16-2004/16e. Therefore, there is no definitions that how to
assign pilot pattern for RS with 3 or 4 antennas and how to map the MIMO encoded data (with STFC matrices defined for 3 or 4
transmit antennas) to the data subcarriers of the tile.
Therefore, pilot pattern and data mapping rule should be defined for RS with 3 or 4 antennas.
Fourthly, IEEE 802.16-2004/16e support uplink cooperative MIMO transmissions of at most two MSs. However, consider the
Manhattan model as shown in Fig.2. If RS is carefully placed, it is possible for RS to have LOS (line-of-sight) channel to BS.
Therefore, if four RSs can be supported to simultaneously perform uplink cooperative transmissions to BS, the spectrum
efficiency will be greatly increased.
3
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Fig.2 Manhattan Model
Consider another example shown in Fig.3. In this example, both RS 1 and RS 2 have four transmit antennas and have NLOS (nonline-of-sight) channel to BS. However, the number of the supported data streams by the two channels can be different. In this case,
an efficient way to utilize the channels is that BS first measures channels of RS 1 and RS 2 to obtain the number of the supported
streams of each channel. Then BS adapts the cooperative MIMO transmission method, such as C(1,3), C(2,2), C(3,1), etc., of RS 1
and RS 2. Here, C(M1,M2) means that RS 1 uses M1 antennas and RS 2 uses M2 antennas in cooperative transmissions. Through
this kind of channel-aware cooperative MIMO transmissions, the uplink spectrum efficiency can be greatly improved.
Therefore, the flexible channel-aware cooperative MIMO transmissions shall be supported for RSs, which is not supported by
IEEE 802.16-2004/16e.

Fig.3

Cooperative MIMO transmission according to the channel conditions

3. Proposed Method
The proposed method aims at providing a signaling method to support uplink MIMO/cooperative MIMO transmissions of RS with
3 or 4 antennas. To this end, the following functions are needed.
Firstly, a method should be provide for RS with 3 or 4 antennas to negotiate its MIMO/cooperative MIMO capabilities with BS.
This target can be achieved on the basis of SBC-REQ and SBC-RSP messages. A new TLV field can be added to support the
negotiation of MIMO/cooperative MIMO capability between RS and BS.
Secondly, concrete MIMO/cooperative MIMO coding matrices of 3 or 4 transmit antennas should be defined for uplink
transmissions. Currently, IEEE 802.16-2004/16e standards support BS with 3 or 4 antennas. Therefore, some MIMO coding
matrices of 3 or 4 transmit antennas have been defined for downlink. Although new MIMO coding matrices can be defined, these
downlink MIMO coding matrices are preferred to be reused for the uplink. The detailed formats of the downlink MIMO coding
matrices are defined in subclasues 8.4.8.3.3, 8.4.8.3.4, 8.4.8.3.5 and 8.4.5.4.10.15 [1][2].

Thirdly, IE should be defined to inform RS of the used uplink MIMO/cooperative MIMO methods and the allocated resource. The
IE should be very flexible to support all kind of MIMO methods, such as spatial multiplexing, STFC, precoding, etc, and channel4
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aware cooperative MIMO transmissions. Such an IE is provided, as is shown in the text proposal. The supported uplink
MIMO/cooperative MIMO transmission methods are shown in Table.2. In Table.2, C(M1,M2,…,MN) means that there are N RSs
involved in the uplink cooperative MIMO transmission, the first RS uses M1 antennas, the second RS uses M2 antennas, …, and
the Nth RS uses MN antennas.
Table.2 The supported MIMO/cooperative MIMO transmission methods

Fourthly, pilot pattern used by different transmit antenna should be defined RS. Four kinds of pilot patterns, i.e. pilot pattern A,
pilot pattern B, pilot pattern C and pilot pattern D, have been defined in IEEE 802.16-2004/16e. It is restricted that that singleantenna MS can only use either pilot pattern A or pilot pattern B [1][2]. To enable flexible channel-aware cooperative MIMO
transmissions, this restriction should be removed for RS. In the proposed method, if RS only uses one antenna for uplink
transmission, any of the four pilot patterns can be used. The used pilot pattern is determined by BS and informed by IE. When the
used antenna number of RS is three, the first antenna shall use pilot pattern A, the second antenna shall use pilot pattern B and the
third antenna shall use pilot pattern C. When the used antenna number of RS is four, the first antenna shall use pilot pattern A, the
second antenna shall use pilot pattern B, the third antenna shall use pilot pattern C and the forth antenna shall use pilot pattern D.
Fifthly, data mapping rules should be defined to map the data symbols after MIMO encoding to the tile. For MIMO coding
matrices of 2 transmit antennas, the data mapping can follow the same way as defined in subclause 8.4.8.1.5. However, for MIMO
coding matrices of 3 or 4 transmit antennas, new data mapping rule should be provided. There are two concerns of the data
mapping rule. First, when the channel changes fast in time and/or frequency domain, the data mapping rules should enable the
maximization of the space-time-frequency diversity. Second, all of the MIMO coding matrices contained in the same tile should
have the similar performance so as to enable easy scheduling. Such a data mapping rule is provided in the text proposal.
The advantages of the proposed scheme are:
1) High flexibility.
All kinds of MIMO/cooperative MIMO transmission methods, such as spatial multiplexing, STFC, antenna selection and
grouping, precoding, etc., are supported. The spectrum efficiency and BER performance of the relay link can be greatly improved
by flexibly utilizing these kinds of MIMO/cooperative MIMO transmission schemes.
2) Full compatibility.
a)

The uplink MIMO related IEs of IEEE 802.16-2004/16e can be used for MS. The proposed IE is used for RS. The
proposed method has no impact on the usage of the existing uplink MIMO related IEs of IEEE 16-2004/16e and
requires no modifications of MSs.
5
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All of the MIMO coding matrices for uplink transmissions are reused from downlink.

4. Summary
RS serves many MSs and shall relay data of all these MSs to BS, thus the spectrum efficiency and BER performance of the relay
link are very important. To increase the spectrum efficiency and BER performance of the relay link, uplink MIMO/cooperative
MIMO transmissions shall be supported for RS with 3 or 4 antennas.

5. Proposed Text
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ Start of the text ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

8.4.5.4.4.1 UL-MAP extended IE format
[change Table 290a as indicated]

[Insert new subclause 8.4.5.4.29]
8.4.5.4.29 MIMO UL Extended IE format
In the UL-MAP, a MIMO-enabled MR-BS shall transmit MIMO_UL_Extened_IE to RS to indicate the MIMO configuration and
pilot patterns of the subsequent uplink allocations described in this IE. This IE may be used either for MIMO-enabled RS or for an
RS that supports only collaborative SM.
Table 320w——MIMO UL Extended IE format
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Antenna_Indicator: A field that specifies which antenna(s) is/are used for uplink transmission. For example, if this field is set to
0b1100, a 3-antenna RS will use the first and second antenna for uplink transmissions. The last bit, which shall be set to zero, is
skipped.
Pilot Pattern Indicator: A field that specifies which pilot pattern(s) is/are used. When the used antenna number is three, the first
antenna shall use pilot pattern A, the second antenna should use pilot pattern B and the third antenna should use pilot pattern C.
When the used antenna number is four, the first antenna shall use pilot pattern A, the second antenna should use pilot pattern B,
the third antenna should use pilot pattern C and the forth antenna shall use pilot pattern D.
Matrix_Indicator: A field that specifies the used MIMO coding matrices, i.e. space-time-frequency coding matrices and
precoding vectors/matrices, for uplink. All the uplink MIMO coding matrices in this IE are reused from the downlink, which are
defined in 8.4.8.3.3, 8.4.8.3.4, 8.4.8.3.5 and 8.4.5.4.10.15.
8.4.8.1.5 Uplink using STC
[Insert the following sentences and figures at the end of 8.4.8.1.5]
For RS using three antennas, the MIMO coding matrices defined in 8.4.8.3.4 shall be mapped to the tile according to Figure 249b.

Figure 249b Mapping of data subcarriers for 3-antenna RS
9
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For RS using four antennas, the MIMO coding matrices defined in 8.4.8.3.5 shall be mapped to the tile according to Figure 249c.

Figure 249c Mapping of data subcarriers for 4-antenna RS

[Insert new subclause 11.8.3.7.23]
11.8.3.7.23 OFDMA RS MIMO uplink support
This field indicates the different MIMO options supported by a RS in the uplink. A bit value of 0 indicates “not supported”
while 1 indicates “supported”

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ End of the text ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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